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Ways to fold paper napkins for christmas

Are you the kind of dinner host or hostess who really goes all out? Does your holiday table always have the utmost in festive décor to the point that your guests are tempted to take pictures of it for their Instagrams? Then you are probably no stranger to the funny idea of napkin folding. Check out these 15 super cute Christmas themed napkin folding ideas
that are perfect for your holiday spread on your family's Christmas dinner! 1. Standing Christmas tree napkin VIEW IN GALLERY Are your favorite folded napkin designs always those who have some fun shape to them? Then we are pretty sure you will love this adorable little standing Christmas tree! The tutorial from BHG shows you how to make your own
napkin tree out of various triangular folds, and also how to top it with a super festive star! 2. Flat Christmas Tree Napkin VIEW IN GALLERY Do you love the Christmas tree napkin idea but you did the standing tree version last year and you want to make sure no one sees the same design you had last year? Then try this flat Christmas tree idea instead! We
love accordion folds like Handimania contours for you and we can't get enough of the simple ribbon tied in a bow on top. 3. Red and Green Christmas Tree Napkin VIEW IN GALLERY Maybe you don't mind if your tree looks realistic as long as it looks festive? Then you can enjoy this slightly more abstract red and green tree idea of Noile as much as we do!
Instead of letting any type of separate treetop steal the show, let the color change between the classic Christmas colors that take center stage. 4. Elf hat napkin VIEW IN GALLERY Are you a great one of the standing napkin designs but you just feel like doing something cuter than your average standing Christmas tree? Then we definitely think you should
check out this hilarious little elf's hat! Good housekeeping guides you through the process of spinning your napkin in a kind of tapered spiral with a cute little bobble on top. 5. Green Fleur de Lis VIEW IN GALLERY Looking for a slightly more classic and grown-up look that will contribute to a tablesetting that has a hint of glamour? Then maybe a Fleur de Lis is
a little more on track for the tablescape you had in mind! We love how Delish describes the different folds and tucks that make this beautiful design. 6. Floral bow with a gold napkin ring VIEW IN GALLERY Do you have a lovely set of napkin rings that you wanted to use, but you are having trouble finding a design that will incorporate them rather than having
them hinder any kind of 3D napkin design? Then you need to see this cute bow idea from Nancy Creative! It uses your beautiful napkin rings as center wrap so the rest can make loops and tails. 7. Holly pinwheel napkin VIEW IN GALLERY This adorably bright pinwheel design by Beauty and Bedlam looks a bit like an angular drawing of a flower and we are
in love with how it cheers up the table! As if the neat shape wasn't enough, they've put a twig of holly (you can use fake or real holly) at the center to really amp up the festivity throughout the look. 8. Elf boot napkins VIEW IN GALLERY Maybe you throw a very big Christmas dinner and you plan to give each person a paper napkin so you don't have piles of
laundry to do after dinner is ready? Then you might need a simpler design because not all paper napkins will keep their shape quite as good as your good quality fabric ones. You also want something that's easy to do if you have lots of people coming! We suggest these hilarious little pointy elf shoes by Love it So Much. 9. Poinsettia napkin VIEW IN
GALLERY Did you like the look of the abstract poinsettia napkin that contained a holly twig, but you'd rather a design that looks a little more explicit like the flower? Then try this ribbed design from Cuded! In addition to loving the shape, we also love how they have created a small name tag for the site setting in the middle. If you have many people, it is good to
help everyone find their place easily without you having to leave the kitchen and tell each person! 10. Standing pine cone napkin VIEW IN GALLERY Maybe you are a little more into the idea of seasonal napkins rather than those that are explicitly festive but you still want to get creative with them? Then Moco-Choco has a fantastic design for you! This small
napkin pine cone is impressive to look at but surprisingly easy to make for how intricate it looks. It is also perfect for tablescapes that are great for holidays without getting too in the Christmas spirit for the aesthetic of your room. 11. Mistletoe Napkin Vase VIEW IN GALLERY Do you love the idea of incorporating holly so much that now you can't stop thinking
about ways to include other holiday plants as well? Well, when we think of Christmas plants, one of the first things we think of is mistletoe! It won't be very easy (or very convenient) if you try to hang a twig mistletoe above each person's seat, but Architecture and Design have a good option- a napkin folded like a vase for the mistletoe to crawl into! 12. Red
and Plaid Christmas Tree Napkin VIEW IN GALLERY Were you a pretty big of the flat folded Christmas tree that looked as if it was tucker its own folds like an accordion, but you were actually hoping to find a design that uses a little more color? Then we think we may have found the answer for you! Between Naps on the Veranda shows you step by step how
to fold a Christmas tree design that alternates between red and plaid. 13. Patterned fan wipes VIEW IN GALLERY Maybe these designs are all a little fancy to your taste, not because you don't want to try and make things look good, but rather because the rest of your tablescape is ornate and you do not want to overdo it? Then consider the classic, simple fan
folding designs that you've probably seen in restaurants before! Just because you've seen it before, but doesn't mean you know how it's done, so just in case, here's a simple tutorial from Howtoi. 14. Silver snowflake napkin VIEW IN GALLERY Maybe you're looking for something with just a little more glamour than what you've seen so far? Then napkins with
a wrinkled edge and a rhinestoned centerpiece can help you take every place setting you fold down to the next level! We love the simple snowflake shape that Mom's Grapevine created to make sure these special features are showcased nicely. 15. Christmas biscuit napkin VIEW IN GALLERY Real Christmas crackers are fun for some people, but they are
not good around very young children or people who are sensitive to noise. However, that doesn't mean you can't incorporate them into your dinner table design in any way! We suggest trying creative kitchen idea for wrapping your napkins up like little Christmas biscuits and placing one on each person's plate. You can even hide a surprise in the middle of
each one, just like a real Christmas cracker! Time to give your Holiday dinner table a stylish facelift! Learning this Christmas tree napkin times technique really upped my holiday tablesetting game and I would like to spread (napkin) joy. The following super simple steps result in nothing less than a modern, elegant, and I can't help but say it, adorable ways to
work your napkins in the dinner mix. Let's get started!------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * Visit some of my other fun holiday projects:Vinyl Record Holiday TreeSnow Drift CakesStar Light Tree TopperLadder Christmas TreeSnow Globe CocktailBrass Himmeli OrnamentModern Holiday WreathAll you need is perfect square green
* napkins (I used 20 x 20 ones, but any 16 x16 and up size will work fine). I prefer to use 100% natural fibers like cotton or linen, but using a poly/cotton blend will not make any difference to the success of the folds. I like to iron my napkins before I get to folding. This is optional, but results in a sharper looking tree.* These would still look great in any other
color! Make sure the corners are in line and even out any wrinkles. Again, make sure the corners are all in line with each other. Smooth it out and spin around so that all the outer corners are facing you. Stack every corner as shown. Aaaand smooth. Carefully slide your hand under the napkin, sandwich it between your hands, and turn it over. One at a time,
fold each top outside the corner over to the opposite side's edge, so that the peaks are parallel to you and you've formed a neat downward pointing triangle-ish shape. Turn the folded napkin over again. Starting at the top, fold shut up. Tuck the other second the fifth flap up under it above it, hiding the pointed corner. Nice work, the hard work is done! Once
you have set the table, place the napkins on the empty plates and make sure that all their folds are still in place. I chose to leave my trees naked, but feel free to add stars and/or edible glitter or any other little non-toxic pieces you can imagine! I'd love to see pictures added to the comments if you give these a chance!! Bon appetite and nice holiday! Transform
your table with whimsical napkin folds for every occasion. Sure, napkin folding is an art. But it doesn't have to be difficult. We have collected the simplest napkin folds you can make at home with chinet® Classic White™ premium napkins. Check out the following tutorials on how to create the perfect napkin bay for your next party. YouTube/Kim Wilson You've
set the Christmas table the same way year after year, probably with the same red and gold china and the same slow dimming cutlery-oh dear, have you forgotten to polish them again? This year, give your Christmas dinner some extra holiday cheer with these festive napkin folds. Whether you are an amateur napkin folder or origami mastermind, these
tutorials make even the most beautiful folds incredibly easy. Plus, they will look so convoluted, no one will guess that they took you just a few minutes to learn! Classic Christmas Tree Tidal for any holiday party. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you can find more information on their
website. Festive holiday would be nothing without an elf reference here and there. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you can find more information on their website. Don't you like the idea of elf shoes on your plate? Try the elf hat instead! This content is imported from YouTube. You may
be able to find the same content in a different format, or you can find more information on their website. Fill this cute napkin basket with goodies and party favors for your diners. Do not forget to tie around a red ribbon. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you can find more information on
their website. A simpler Christmas tree for those who are short on time (or just don't bother to learn). This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you can find more information on their website. A perfect choice if you plan to use paper napkins. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be
able to find the same content in a different format, or you can find more information on their website. For those who want to turn the Poinsettia up a notch. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. Using double colored napkins, you can
make your tree look as if it has a new coating of snow on its branches. Tip: Place a green or red peppermint stick at the base for an even more festive stem. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you can find more information on their website. This is the most simple and elegant way to show
your cutlery. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you can find more information on their website. A more traditional fold. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you can find more information on their website. If you are
looking for a challenge, this beautiful setting is bound to impress. Try a white napkin with some holly placed in the center. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you can find more information on their website. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page
to help users enter their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io piano.io
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